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1. Noun

2. Verb

3. Noun

4. Noun

5. Adjective

6. Adjective

7. Noun

8. Verb

9. Adjective

10. Adjective

11. Verb Ending In Ing

12. Noun

13. Past Tense Verb

14. Adjective

15. Noun

16. Past Tense Verb

17. Verb

18. Adjective

19. Adjective

20. Past Tense Verb

21. Verb Ending In Ing
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Word Wall

There once was a boy named Stephen. Stephen found himself in Noun because he hat to Verb a

police officer in a play for school, andhe felt a sense of Noun . Stephen knew all of the Noun

about cops (they like to eat doughnuts) and that many of them were Adjective toward that profession.

Given his knowledge he wanted to be Adjective in the way he approached his Noun of a police

officer so that he would not Verb these people. He began a Adjective search for Adjective

websites to figure out the facts about cops so that he would not end up Verb ending in ing them in the play.

After looking at every Noun he began to realize that cops are people who should be Past tense verb

. Then Stephen began to write his lines for the plya, trying to make them as Adjective as possible. When

he went to the next rehearsal a Noun sparked. The teacher Past tense verb Stephen's choice to

Verb the policeman in an Adjective way because that part was supposed to bring comedy to the

play. Stephen felt Adjective because the play was tomorrow and he didn't want to change his character, so

he decided to stick with what he wrote. The crowd was Past tense verb by Stephen's character and gave him

a standing ovation for his performance. The teacher apologized for Verb ending in ing Stephen before.
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